Category: Core Value Integration
Suggested Grade Level: K-5th
Title: Everyday Living
Submitted by: Nancy Kirshman, Rockcreek Elementary, Indiana

Equipment/Materials:
- The First Tee core value cards from the National School Program curriculum manual

Description:
- At our school we have five "BE LINES" that the students try to strive for everyday: Be Respectful, Be Responsible, Be Safe, Be a Friend, Be Here!

Throughout our three week National School Program session this year all of our students thought it was quite amazing that a program that did not know anything about our school or that we had those BE LINES could have core values just like ours!!! We had a lot of discussion in all grade levels that these are values that we take with us EVERYWHERE!!! Not just in golf or sports, but all through our everyday living.

It really made them think about things outside our school and how to use these CORE VALUES or BE LINES at all times and that we may call them different things but they are really the SAME!